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Lean CIO

Lean frameworks can help CIOs

address challenges and elevate the

role of IT.

By Connie Polzin

Today’s Environment

It is unfortunate that many IT organizations are

perceived by the business as an expensive cost center

that is relegated to fixing system outages and planning

upgrades. To elevate the role of IT and have a

meaningful voice in C-level strategy discussions, CIOs

must prove that they can deliver exceptional service

and invest performance improvement gains back into

the business.

How can the CIO transform IT into a credible strategic

partner in the business and a major driver of growth? It

seems as if every technology journal or IT conference is

replete with approaches that promise to streamline IT

processes and drive greater value to the bottom line.

Some methods have merit within a narrow scope, such

as the software production frameworks of Agile, or the

common, repeatable processes of ITIL. However, the

optimal approach with the proven track record to deliver

end-to-end transformative improvement across an IT

organization is the application of Lean principles to IT.

Point B’s Perspective

Lean is an excellent transformative tool for IT because it

enforces business accountability and evolves the CIO

into a business leader who can consistently

demonstrate meaningful results. The Lean IT

framework enables this transformation by empowering

CIOs to:

Lead with a customer-centric perspective.

One of the core tenets of Lean is delivering value—as

defined by the customer—to the customer. Value

delivery is the raison d’etre of any process, and by

extension, gives purpose and relevance to the process

owner. Unfortunately, customer identification and

prioritization are difficult exercises, and many IT

organizations do not think in terms of customer

centricity. Lean principles enable CIOs to adopt a

customer-centric perspective, understanding who their

internal (and external) IT customers are and what value

they would like to derive from IT services (and what

they do not necessarily value). These services might

include adequate storage, infrastructure performance,

application uptime or 24X7 device support. This

understanding of who IT’s customers are and what they

truly value is the foundation for meaningful

transformation of the IT organization.

Take an enterprise view of the value delivered by IT.

Lean CIOs are able to examine how well value flows

across the whole organization, irrespective of

boundaries such as functional silos. Using Lean

principles, CIOs can look at the IT processes, policies,

workflows and data used to govern IT and generated by

IT to support the rest of the organization—and identify

impediments to the overall value flow. This effort

requires reviewing the people, process and technology

factors contributing to each value stream. Based on this
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enterprise view, CIOs can make optimal decisions that

maximize resource efficiency while delivering superior

value to IT’s customers.

Make objective, data-based decisions on value

delivered and waste generated by IT.

Lean principles encourage CIOs to think about the IT

organization like a business owner and make impartial

decisions that will yield the largest return on investment,

even if it means giving up pet projects or outsourcing

certain services. Lean requires rigorous management

through data, and the Lean IT approach provides a

framework for measuring and reporting—in terms the

business understands—the value that IT delivers to the

organization. For example, the CIO who can visibly

demonstrate the amount of revenue generated from an

online environment—and the cost to the business if the

environment goes down—will be more likely to receive

budget to invest in a secondary storage network. Using

the same Lean lens, CIOs can also appraise the cost of

inefficiencies in IT delivery. This includes assessing IT’s

core and non-core competencies, and making data-

driven decisions about which IT services to build or

maintain internally, versus which to outsource. Rather

than be the “chief custodian” of a full suite of inefficient

IT services and an army of technicians, the Lean CIO is

the orchestrator of best-in-class internally-managed

core IT services along with externally-managed non-

core IT services.

Continually improve the IT value delivery system.

Lean IT organizations enjoy a culture that celebrates

excellence, teamwork, and innovation. Lean CIOs

promote a mantra of continuous improvement in an

endless quest to create more value for IT customers

more efficiently. Savings generated by continuous

transformation of IT is invested back into the business

to advance the organization’s most strategic key

metrics. Time saved from conventional IT “firefighting”

can be converted into leading a vision as to how new

technologies can fundamentally support the business

by increasing speed to market, enabling faster

transactions or improving business flexibility to pursue

strategic opportunities.

The Bottom Line

By taking a Lean IT approach, a CIO can demonstrate a

consistent track record of efficient delivery of

exceptional IT services in the most efficient manner

possible. In the process, the Lean CIO will earn a

reputation in the C-suite as an effective and enlightened

business leader—one who is a credible participant in

corporate strategy and growth decisions.


